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Even if these accounts are presented as attempts to provide insight into the creative process, not merely for entertainment and for engaging student interest, they may actually contradict points that authors and teachers wish to make about the achievements of the musicians. Such accounts may be out of touch with the music that their students will hear.
To begin, let us consider the quality of saxophonist John Coltrane's recorded improvisations in light of accounts of his concurrent ill health, as in this passage from Brian Harker's introductory textbook Jazz: An American Journey. On page 271, Harker writes, "Unfortunately, his addiction to heroin and alcohol interfered with his musical progress. Habitually late and prone to sleep on the stand, Coltrane finally lost his job with Gillespie. In 1954 he got another promising opportunity when he was hired to play in the septet of his youthful idol, Johnny Hodges. But within a few months Hodges also fired him for drug-related irresponsibility." Note that, despite the embodied implications of Accentuate the Negative? this sad personal narrative, Coltrane contributed robust, powerfully executed performances to Gillespie's 1951 studio recording of "We Love to Boogie," 2 Gillespie's 1951 live broadcasts of "Birks' Works," "Night in Tunisia," and "The Champ," 3 and
Hodges' 1954 live recording of "In a Mellotone." 4 The unceasing vigor and invention that are evident in Coltrane's recorded improvisations from the same period that Harker reports about the man's health indicates how musically inconsequential the medical histories of jazz musicians might be. In fact, reciting details of Coltrane's ill health and bad personal judgment of this period is not musically relevant because the artist's health is not revealed in any corresponding effect on any recordings that students will ever hear.
Moreover, this information might be detrimental to the novice listener's appreciation and respect for a man who became the most influential saxophonist in the past third of jazz history, whose later groups conceptualized entire idioms within jazz, and whose compositions set the pace for three different style periods in the music's history.
Harker follows the above accounts with reports of personal problems that befell Basic Jazz Library. 8 Likewise, the quality of the performance offers no evidence that
Parker was playing on a saxophone that was not his own-so musicians, particularly saxophonists, might actually increase their admiration for him if they learn that he performed with a strange and unfamiliar instrument. The Grafton plastic model that Parker played is known for its sluggish action, quite unlike the action of the brass models that Parker usually played. Therefore, contrary to being "pathetic," as indicated above, that time, we should ask whether heroin addiction proved to be musically consequential before we assign such coverage to our students' reading assignments or recount such details in our lectures. Consider the fact that bebop is the most virtuosic of any jazz in history. Speed and agility were prized, and the tempos were dizzying. Dazzling displays of instrumental virtuosity and intricate harmonies, rhythms, and melody pervade the music of that period. In other words, knowing that many of the players were heroin addicts adds nothing to students' understanding of the music.
Accentuate the Negative?
More importantly, knowing of the addictions could easily distract novice listeners from appreciating the tremendous musical fertility that this era produced. It might be relevant in purely biographical accounts in a fan magazine or novel-style book, if only to satisfy an author's desire for completeness or a fascination with personal tragedy. But is such knowledge relevant in a brief history of jazz that devotes only a few pages to introducing the musician's stature? For example, if Charlie Parker's exalted place in jazz is based upon his unparalleled artistry, is there any need for a student in a jazz appreciation course to know the sordid details of his addictions and death?
In order to help investigate whether teaching biographical information could affect student perception of a musician's legacy, this author was among the participants in a two-year study conducted on a few hundred students at several colleges. The unpublished study showed that biographical details could indeed affect how students perceive emotion and performance quality in jazz improvisation. Half of the students were exposed to sordid details about saxophonist Charlie Parker's life and read the story of one recording session where Parker had fallen ill and subsequently been hospitalized for a nervous breakdown. The other students were not exposed to this information. Both groups subsequently listened to the recording of "Lover Man" that Parker made at that session. When asked to rate the emotion and the quality of playing, the group who had received the sad biographical information rated the music as significantly sadder and more poorly performed than did the students who had not been exposed to the sordid biographical details. Journey. 17 Such reporting on the circumstances of the session biases listeners who would otherwise judge the music on its own merits. Not only is it superfluous to publish Parker's medical history and recount his lapses in judgment, but also these textbook authors apparently overlook the real possibility that such coverage might prevent novice listeners from perceiving its emotion in whatever way they are personally inclined. This might be roughly analogous to taking a student to an art museum and telling the student Though their implicit viewpoint is that such material is "part of the overall understanding of jazz and its history," as an editor once told me, the authors of textbooks with so many sad stories do not supply sufficient evidence to support this viewpoint. On the contrary, the evidence in this article should indicate that there are reasons to reconsider subscribing to that viewpoint. Moreover, negative biographical details could be distracting. In fact, in his jazz history textbook Experiencing Jazz, Richard Lawn concedes the potential for distraction. After recounting elements in the tragic personal life of singer Billie Holiday, he writes, "While her life was clouded with problems, including prostitution, and drug and alcohol addiction which eventually led to her arrest, her talent should not be obscured by these details." 18 Nevertheless, Lawn does indeed include the sad details, and ultimately he concludes his coverage of Holiday by providing additional tragic accounts: "Her life was ultimately overcome by the effects of her substance abuse, which eventually overtook her life, leaving her destitute in her final days." 19 Lawn could
omit such information, but he does not. The textbook author thus risks distracting his readers from the legacy of the singer's great musical contributions, though he had previously pleaded with readers, "her talent should not be obscured by these details."
Regardless of the motive for including anecdotes such as those above, the message they are likely to convey is that the jazz world is populated by alcoholics and junkies. Are students likely to draw from such details any comprehension of the tremendous focus and discipline required to perform spontaneous music night after night or the extensive training and diligence required to attain the virtuosity and creativity that jazz represents? Are such details essential to cultivating an understanding of the player's music, especially when no effect of such life events is evident in any recordings that students will ever hear? Might coverage of them not only be musically inconsequential but also be detrimental to the impression they make on novice listeners in their first exposure to the player's stature? Might reference to a musician's health record undermine proper respect and appreciation for the player's historical contributions? Might knowing a musician's personal weaknesses unfairly diminish student perception of that musician's huge musical strengths?
The extent of negative biographical details varies in the field of jazz appreciation textbooks. Attitudes vary regarding how appropriate it is to reveal musicians' personal problems in brief introductory texts. When I complained to one book editor that presenting the musicians' medical histories in his online supplement for jazz history textbooks was in poor taste, the editor retorted that coverage of drug addiction in discussing bebop was "an essential part of the music's history. 
Summary and Conclusions
Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the classroom teacher to present the academic content he or she thinks is important. The teacher can choose the textbook that emphasizes the right information, can choose particular passages for assigned reading, and can emphasize the important aspects of a performer's musical contributions. Yet teachers should consider the fact that negative biographical information is, at best, irrelevant-and, at worst, prejudicial to students in introductory jazz courses. Reciting the sad episodes in a player's personal life story could submerge the musical story in students' minds, in effect nullifying it. Such emphasis may become the eulogy for the musician. If such information is presented concomitantly with the information on the artist's musical contributions, a jazz novice could conclude that these are important Accentuate the Negative?
details to the appreciation of jazz. I suggest that teachers thoroughly consider the implications of including those details in lectures and in the textbooks and supplementary materials that they require.
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